HEROIC
MAXIMAL

OPTIMUS
PRIMAL

Gorilla

Function: Maximal™ Commander
Motto: "Organic life is often hidden, sometimes extinguished!"

Optimus Primal, the de facto leader of the Maximals in the Beast Wars, is a powerful and charismatic warrior. He commands the troops of the Maximals, leading them in battles against the Decepticons.

INSTRUCTIONS: Excessive force is not necessary. Some parts are movable to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation occurs. Adult supervision is necessary for children.

1 ATTACK MODE

1. Primal mode, open back panel and insert head into body. Close back panel.

2. Attack mode, rotate gorilla head into body. Close back panel.

3. Rotate gorilla head forward to expose head.

4. Separate gorilla shoulders from body and rotate arm as shown.

5. Remove modes, separate gorilla legs.

6. Rotate gorilla legs to form robot legs.

PROOF OF PURCHASE

Optimus Primal™
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